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Precision Vices

ZWWVDQ7 Quick Release Woodworking Vice
A traditional pattern woodworking vice complete 
with quick release mechanism and an adjustable 
front dog for maximum versatility. 

Part number
Jaw width Jaw opening Net weight 

(Kg)Inch mm Inch mm
ZWWVDQ7 7 175 8 200 8

FEATURES:

■   Normal vice and tail vice in one tool
■   Manufacture from close grained cast iron
■   Toe-in design to ensure even clamping of 

work piece
■   Steel buttress threaded main screw provides 

smooth and responsive adjustment
■   Wooden liners can be easily 

attached to main body and 
sliding jaw

The Milling Machine Vice is one of the most popular vices used in workshops, 
machine shops and shop floor. Apart from use in milling operations, it also 
finds application in jig boring, grinding and shaping jobs.

ZMMVSP Milling Machine Vices -  
Super Precision

Part number
Jaw width Jaw opening Jaw depth Net weight 

(Kg)Inch mm Inch mm Inch mm
ZMMVSP100 4 100 4 100 1 1/2 38 17.4
ZMMVSP150 6 150 4 150 1 3/4 45 38.8

FEATURES:

■   Manufactured from close grained 
hi-tensile seasoned cast iron, the vice 
body has a premium polychrommatic 
finish which is scratch and rust proof

■   Vice jaws made from fully hardened 
and ground tool steel allow the 
workpiece to be held dead square 
without use of any packing. This 
not only improves efficiency 
and life of jaws but also helps 
reduce strain on vice body

■   Usage of high tensile grade 
10.8 fasteners provides 
greater strength and rigidity. 
The 360° swivel base allows 
the vice to be set at any angle 
along the vertical axis. Vice 
base has a milled slot which helps in 
accurate location of the vice on the machine 
table using rectangular locating nuts

■   "Hold Down" slots allow for secure clamping of the vice on 
the machine table

For up to date information and prices 
please visit - www.redashe.com
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Precision Vices

The most versatile of all machine vices with all degrees of freedom, the 
Universal Vice allows the work piece to be set at any desired angle.

Part number
Jaw width Jaw opening Jaw depth Net weight 

(Kg)Inch mm Inch mm Inch mm
ZUVSP100 4 100 4 100 1 1/4 32 13.4

FEATURES:

■   Low height construction makes these useful on even the most  
complicated grinding jobs

■   The vice has one fixed horizontal axis which allows the workpiece to be  
rotated at any angle. Fully graduated 360° swivel base allows complete 
rotation along the vertical axis. The third angular slide with a moving 
axis allows for any setting in the 3D plane

■   Manufactured from close grained hi-tensile seasoned cast iron with 
fully hardened and ground tool steel jaws. The vice has a premium 
polychrommatic finish

■   Ergonomically designed all steel handle allows for stress free operation. 
It is assembled on the spindle crank with a spring loaded mechanism 
providing positive grip

■   Use of hi tensile grade 10.8 fasteners provides strength and rigidity to 
these vices

■   A milled slot in the vice base allows for accurate location of the vice on 
the machine table using rectangular locating nuts. "Hold Down" slots 
allow for secure clamping of the vice on the work table

ZUVSP100 Universal Vice - 
Super Precision

Rotation along the  
swivel base

Rotation along the movable 
axis parallel to the axis of 

the swivel base

Rotation along the axis 
perpendicular to the axis of 

the swivel base

A combination of settings 
along the 3 axes produces 

the desired compound 
angle

A typical case of the 
universal vice set 

perpendicular to the base  
by rotation along the 

movable scale

FEATURES:

■   Manufactured from close grained hi tensile seasoned cast iron with fully 
hardened and ground tool steel jaws 

■   Ergonomically designed all steel handle allows for stress free operation. It is 
assembled on the spindle crank with a spring loaded mechanism providing 
positive grip

■   Use of hi tensile grade 10.8 fasteners provides strength and rigidity to these vices
■   Relief in clamp seat ensures complete surface contact as against a line contact 

between the "Hold Down" clamp and movable slide, thereby providing firm 
locking at any desired angle

■   A milled slot in the vice base helps in accurate location of the vice on the machine 
table using rectangular locating nuts

■   "Hold Down" slots allow for secure clamping of the vice on the machine table

Part number
Jaw width Jaw opening Jaw depth Net weight 

(Kg)Inch mm Inch mm Inch mm
ZAMVSP100 4 100 4 100 1 1/2 38 17
ZAMVSP150 6 150 6 150 1 3/4 45 42.8

Rotation along 0-90°  
vertical scale

Combined rotation along 
both the horizontal and 

vertical axes

ZAMVSP Angular Machine Vices - Super Precision
Angular Machine Vices are ideal for applications where the workpiece requires 
machining at an angle. Angular adjustment is achieved via the angular slide that 
can be set to any desired angle 45°, on either side. Additionally the fully graduated 
360° swivel base allows the vice to be set at any angle along the vertical axis.
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